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Abstract
When the English teachers at Creswell High School were presented with data that
exposed their students’ of color underachievement per English Language Arts
standardized state test scores, the teachers were tasked with creating a literacy initiative
to increase students’ performance. Using Action Research and Autoethnographic
methods, this study seeks to explore Black students’ perceptions of Creswell Reads, a
‘one book, one school’ summer reading program, along with their personal literacy
identities both in and out of school. I helped to implement this literacy program before I
realized that many American classrooms, including mine, were ostracizing students of
color yet wondering why these same students were underachieving per standardized
test scores. As a result, this inquiry also parallels my racial awakening to the exploration
of how to make a local school’s literacy initiative—one I had a hand in making—more
student centered and racially conscious and to present those findings to Creswell High
School’s literacy team.
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I especially like to read about characters who go through dangers to complete their mission. I think it’s more interesting than reading dull historical novels. But I dislike poetry, especially
modern poetry. I find it too complicated. Sometimes I fail to understand what poets mean. I am sure that reading is an essential part of our life. Only in books can you find answers to all
your questions. Books can tell us a lot about the modern world and ancient times. Besides, they can help explore new ideas and expand our outlook. I completely agree that “reading is

to the mind what exercise is to the Reading plays a very important role in the life of people. It educates a person, enriches his intellect. Books help to mould a person's character, form
his moral values. Besides, books bring pleasure and delight. Fairy tales are enjoyed and read by children, books about adventures and journeys are enjoyed by those who are fond of
travelling. Legends and myths are read by those who are fond of history. Some people developed much time to reading books and reading becomes their free time occupation, their
passion. Through out the centuries books had an enormous influence on the minds and hearts of people. People like reading, they have a desire to learn, they seek for knowledge.
Books sate this desire. There are a lot of books in our country, in our flats.

